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ABSTRACT 

 

The world is undergoing various changes despite the revolution of modern technologies. 

With the help of automation tools, human tasks are been made very simple and 

automated. People are adopting Artificial intelligence in healthcare, retail and E-

commerce, food and tech, travel, banking and financial services, entertainment, and 

various sectors in the developed countries. But in the underdeveloped or developing 

countries still, now there are some issues to solve. In this world, there are approximately 

228 million people who communicate in the Bengali language. And in Bangladesh 

Bengali is also used as an official language. Govt. or non-govt. offices use Bengali to 

perform their official tasks. They have to write down their official tasks, letters, or maybe 

important notes on their own. As there is no automation tool available regarding Bengali 

note writing, the office staffs have to spend their valuable time by writing down the large 

notes or documents. This particular thing not only hampers the time but also is a bad 

usage of valuable human resources. To bridge this gap we have proposed a model that 

will be able to generate large notes by typing hints of a couple of words. We have used 

Bag of words and three-layer Artificial neural network to resolve this issue. The Bengali 

data was processed in a special way so that our model can perform well with about 1431 

text documents. After running a couple of experiments our model was able to generate 

large notes from short notes with 91% accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

In the era of modern technology Artificial intelligence plays a very important role. 

Scientists introduced AI to get rid of complex problems which human cannot solve 

within time. From the 90’s various researchers have gone through several studies to adopt 

the AI in our practical life. This single technology not just only solves complicated 
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problems but also saves a lot of time for us. Nowadays various important and crucial 

works are given to AI and it is performing very well according to expectation. 

Scientists are in a collaboration with computer vision and Natural Language Processing 

which are two of the famous branches of AI. However Solving the NLP tasks were very 

much difficult for AI as there are approximately 6500 different languages in the current 

world. So it is very much difficult to train the AI with such diverse data. But different 

region’s researchers are trying their best to enrich this NLP field with their own language. 

But still it was a dark era of NLP till 1950. 

 

From 1950 scientists brought a new revolution to NLP. There were lots of ups and downs 

in research studies regarding Natural Language Processing. Before the introduction of 

deep learning techniques working with text or sequence was very much difficult as it was 

not showing human likely results with Machine learning algorithms. The concept of 

Neural networks was 1
st
 introduced by Walter Pitts and warren Mcculloch in 1943 [1]. 

Until 1969 this neural network was one of the most major areas of research in the field of 

computer science and neuroscience. But still, this method failed in many steps to solve 

different problems. Mainly it brought attention among the top scholars when the 

backpropagation is proposed by Werbos [2]. After the new revolution of Deep learning 

the field of Natural Language Processing also got the highest peak. Researchers were 

creating new techniques to bridge the gap between Machine and human language. In 

1997 LSTM network was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber to reduce the 

sequence gap and to remember the longer sequence [3].  

After evolving several times the computer started to work with the human language quite 

efficiently. Chatbots, text-generator, text to images, text summarizer many applications 

started their journey to contribute to humans. NLP is not limited to just English language. 

Researchers continuously working hard for contributing to their native language. In 

Bangladesh, Bengali Natural Language Processing (BNLP) is also one of the most major 

sectors of the AI research field nowadays. Though there is a lack of Language resources 

of Bengali but researchers trying die-hard to solve these issues. In this paper, the problem 

statement is quite similar to chatbots. Instead of giving a response, we wanted to produce 
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documents as texts. Users will just type a simple couple of words and our algorithm will 

try to classify it into appropriate notes and will return the best match among the 

documents. So large size documents will be generated with the matter of a very small 

portion of the time. Notes were written in Bengali. We processed it manually with the 

help of Python 3.7.0. The bag of words model was used for processing the data and to 

make readable for the algorithms. At first machine learning algorithms were used to 

identify the patterns of the texts. But for having a larger dimension of texts, the 

algorithms could not perform well. That's why we have tried to build our own neural 

network-based model with various parameters to increase the accuracy. We have 

successfully done that and came up with a better accuracy score which is 91%. The error 

rate is very low for our model. We trained the model with a different combination of 

Hyper-parameters to gain maximum accuracy. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

Literature review 

 

From the '90s researchers made various conversational tools like Chatbots, Text-

generator. There have been lots of researches regarding sequence to sequence NLP tasks. 

The initial idea of Chabot was first introduced by Weizenbaum, J. et al[4]. The discussion 

was about an intelligent Chatbot named ELIZA which is nothing but an advanced 

computer program also known as the Doctor [5]. By using this Chatbot everyone started 

to think the computer can really communicate with humans and can hear their problems. 

ALICE a heuristic pattern matching chatbot was also brought to attention [6]. 

Jabberwacky a context-based chatbot that studies language and interacts[7]. It was a 

relational agent that mainly trained on human conversations and comments. A relational 

agent was introduced by Bickmore et al.[8] to establish social bonds[9]. "Rea" a popular 

agent shows non-verbal behavior which was introduced by Cassell, J et al [10]. In the 

year 2020, there was a Machine conversation model that was created by using a Deep 

neural network [11] authored by G Krishna, Rasool, Gaurav Hajela. 
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Besides the above works, Bengali researchers also contributed to this field. A chatbot for 

Bangla education named Doly was introduced in 2019 [12]. They have built their own 

Bengali corpus of texts and responses. Using two logical adapters they have processed 

the input texts and generated output. A Bengali informative chatbot based on TF-IDF 

model and cosine similarity to find out the accurate answers[13].  Bengali anaphora 

resolution presented by using Hobb’s algorithm. They claimed to achieve 97.22% 

accuracy. Recently in 2020, a team of young researchers introduced a Bengali question 

answering system which was mainly based on a Bengali general knowledge dataset [14]. 

It was a Seq2Seq model based on encoder and decoder. Their system performed with 

89% accuracy on the validation data. Corpus was also built by them. Besides these 

studies, nowadays Bengali researchers are very initiative to develop Bengali AI 

resources. Young  Gang  Cao  et  al. introduced a model named AskHERMES which was 

answering clinical questions and there was a dataset of complex questionnaires [17]. 

Somnath Banerjee et al. proposed a Bengali QA system by using question classification 

system [18]. L.  HIRSCHMAN and  R.  GAIZAUSKAS explained about the question 

answering system and put a review on different approaches and their pros and cons [19]. 

Chandra Obula Reddy  and Dr. K. Madhavi also showed a survey on different question 

answering techniques and how they performed [20].  

All of these studies contributed to generate text to text results. And Bengali researchers 

are also coming forward to enrich Bengali models 

CHAPTER 3 

Research methodology 

 

This particular research study has gone through a special pipeline to generate fruitful 

output. From collecting and analyzing the data followed by some practical experiments 

led this study to success.  

For this research study, we have used python 3.7.0 and Tensorflow 2.2.4. And for 

performing hyper-parameter tuning we have used Keras Tuner which is a tool for 

selecting Parameters and layers for the neural network. 
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 To analyze the data and running the experiments we needed GPU support which we have 

gotten by Google Colaboratory. For developing a primary application we also needed to 

use Flask (Python backend framework) and for the frontend design we have used 

JavaScript’s library Jquery. The approach started from data collection till the final 

experiment until we got our desired output from the research. The entire methodology is 

briefly described in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: Workflow for the proposed framework 
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3.1 Problem assertion 

 

We had to analyze the entire situation before implementing the model. We have noted 

down the pros. And cons. Our objective was to create a useful model that will be able to 

generate Large documents by short texts. If we consider the pattern of the text as T and 

documents as D we can write the concept as T < D.  

There was a language barrier. Working with the Bengali language where there is a lack of 

experimental tools was the main challenging task. For describing the task we developed a 

demo application which was made by Flask. The front-end designed with Jquery and 

backend was handled by Flask. We have trained the bot with our own corpus. Also kept 

the option for Edit, Save, and printing the documents. The demo was described briefly in 

Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2: Demo application 
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3.2 Data collection 

 

We needed to build our own Bengali corpus as there was no dataset available regarding 

our problem. We have collected a total of 1441 documents. And we had to reassemble it 

in such a pattern so the algorithm can easily track it. The source of the data was online 

Bengali newspapers such as Prothom Alo, Jugantor, Kaler kontho, etc. We kept it in 

JSON format. In our dataset, there were three fields of each data. “Tag”, “Patterns” and 

“Responses”. Tags are unique for each of the data. Responses are used as large notes. 

Patterns for short texts that mean the input. And finally, the “tag” by which the algorithm 

will find out that in which category does this pattern match and it will generate the 

corresponding response of that tag. The demo of the dataset is given in table 1.1. 

Data 1 : {"tag": "    ", 

"patterns": ["                           ", "                     ", "      

                "], 

"responses": ["                                   আ                  

                                (৩৯)                          ।       

                                                              ।        

   ,            আ                   । "] 

} 

 

Data 2 : {"tag": "      ", 

"patterns": ["                                  ", "                     

      ", "                  "], 

"responses": ["আ     ৫                                                   

                                                 । আ                

                  আ                 , ‘আ                        ,       

                         ।’"] 

} 
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Data 3 : {"tag": "আ  ", 

"patterns": ["                         আ  ", "               

আ  ", "                        "], 

"responses": ["                                              

               আ         । আ                ৯   ৫৫        

                                     ।                        

                                আ           , আ          

                                    । “] } 

Data 4 : 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "   ", 

"patterns": ["          আ                 ", "আ              

   ", "          আ             " ], 

"responses": ["                   আ                             

     আ                              আ           (৪৪)          

               ।                               ।             

                                   , আ                      

আ                                                  ২০১        

        ।"] 
        } 

Data 5 : 

 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "        ", 

"patterns": ["                                                ", 

"                                  ", "                           " 
], 

"responses": ["                                  আ              

                          ।                               

                            আ                               

                                        ।"] 
        } 

 

Data 6 : 

 

 

 

{"tag": "       ", 

"patterns": ["                                    :      ", 

"                                    ", "                 : 

     " ], 

"responses": ["আ                                       

                                                      আ    

                   ,                               ।         

                                       ।আ                   

                                     আ                        

                                             ।"] 
        } 
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Data 7 : {"tag": "         ", 

"patterns": ["                                       ", 

"               ", "                       "], 

"responses": ["                                               

     আ                                         আ    (১৯)       

                    ।                                 ।      

                                                    ।"]} 

Data 8 : 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "        ", 

"patterns": ["    -            -                           

       ", "    -            -                     ", 

"                         " ], 

"responses": ["    -            -                         

              আ                                               

          ।          ,                           আ  ।        

                  ।    ,                                  

                           আ                              ।"] 
        } 

 

Data 9 : 

 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "      ", 

 "patterns": ["                                     ","         

           ","                "], 

"responses": ["                                              

                                                        । আ  

                                                            । 

                                                             

                -                   ।                           

      আ             ।                          ।"] 
  } 

 

Data 10 : 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "            ", 

"patterns": ["                                ", "             

       ", "                        "], 

"responses": ["                                  ১৭      

                                    ।                      

        (      )                                            ।"] 
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Data 11 : 

 

 

 

 

 

{"tag": "          ", 

"patterns": ["                               আ              

    ","আ                  ","                     "], 

"responses": ["                                             

       আ                (৫৫)                             

     ।                                                       

                                                           

    ।             -                                      

     ।"] 
     } 

 

Table 1.1: Demo of the dataset 

 

3.3 Pre analysis of data 

 

The pre analysis of dataset is always an important step when you are working with a data 

driven technique. In our case the data was the most vital thing to care about. Without 

proper understanding the dataset the experiment could not be started. Also when there is 

need of pre-processing the data one has to completely analyze the patterns of the data 

otherwise there is very good chance that the results will face some bias issues. 

 

For cleaning and pre-processing the data, we need to understand the characteristics of the 

data at first. Without proper analysis, we cannot clean the data because we don't know 

which part is important and which part is not. That's why we have analyzed the input data 

properly before processing it. Without proper analysis, we cannot clean the data because 

we don't know which part is important and which part is not. After analyzing properly we 

have found that the maximum patterns were in between two to eight words. Fewer of 

them are greater than eight. There were in total of 383 "tags" and 1831 unique words in 

our dataset considering the "patterns". Figure 1.3 describes well. 
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Figure 1.3: Number of words in data pattern 

 

3.4 Data pre-processing 

 

If we have to generate maximum output from an ML algorithm or multilayer neural 

network, the data needs to be pre-processed in a certain way. But important text 

processing libraries such as NLTK or Spacy do not have resources for the Bengali 

language. That's why we have undergone some steps. We have pre-processed our data 

using python programming manually. Contractions have been added to the patterns. 

Unwanted characters and numbers were removed from the texts as they do not perform 

any important role in this situation. We have collected some Bengali stop-words and 

remove them from our dataset as they are not necessary. Ultimately we have shortened 

the dimension of the input data as much as we can because with higher dimension data 

algorithm might not perform well. 
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3.5 Bag of words model 

Machines just cannot understand human language. They only get the numerical values. 

That's why need to transform the text in such format so that machine can easily 

understand. There are some popular text transformation methods. Bag of words, TF-IDF, 

Word embedding, etc. In these three methods word embedding is most useful and 

updated. But for Bengali, there is no standard pre-trained word embedding file available. 

So we have decided to go with the Bag of words model. The model is nothing but a 0 and 

1 representation of the texts. It represents the occurrence of words in a document. Each of 

the words can be expressed in such a sequence. We had to declare a vocabulary list from 

the corpus. From that, we have created such a sequence of sentences where each of the 

sentences is a 2D vector of 1831 dimensions. We have applied the Bag of words 

technique on both input and output data. The “patterns” have been transformed in 1831 

dimensional sequence and each of the “tags” has been transformed in 383-dimensional 

sequence. Data transformation is clearly shown in Figure 1.4-1.8. 

 

Figure 1.4: Bag of words model sample 1 

 

Figure 1.5: Bag of words model sample 2 
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Figure 1.6: Bag of words model sample 3 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Bag of words model sample 4 

 

 

Figure 1.8: Bag of words model sample 5 

 

3.6 Algorithms used for the experiment 

 

Different types of experiments were performed for gaining maximum accuracy. At first, 

we have tried with simple machine learning concept with a Tree-based algorithm and the 

Ensemble technique. The decision tree and Random forest algorithm was the first 

experiment. But having a larger dimension of data they couldn't perform very well. As a 

consequence, we have gone for a deep learning approach with a three-layer Artificial 

Neural Network. All of the parameters were selected based on the experience.  
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3.6.1 Decision tree (DT) 

 

This is one of the most common algorithms used nowadays. This tree-based algorithm 

predicts its output by maintaining some decision rules. It creates several nodes by 

considering the features of the dataset. For each of the features, it calculates the 

information gain and works on it. The node which gains the maximum amount of 

information and more related to the output is kept as the root node. However, we used 

this algorithm along with some selected hyper-parameters. We kept criterion as “gini” 

and min_samples_split = 2. 

3.6.2 Random forest (RF) 

 

This is basically an ensemble technique which is nothing but a combination of decision 

trees. Each of the individual tree is created considering feature randomness and bagging. 

Takes decision from each of the created trees and finally generates output from the 

majority votes which makes the output more accurate. We kept number of estimator as 90 

and min_samples_leaf as 1. 

 

3.6.3 Multilayer Artificial Neural Network 

 

Machine learning-based models could not perform well for having such a 

dimensional(1831) dataset. That's why we have intended to use the deep learning 

technique. We had a couple of options to choose from over here. We could use a simple 

ANN or LSTM model for our problem. Generally for text data LSTM performs well 

because it can store and memorize longer sequences and process the text considering that. 

But in this case, the pattern of the input text was very short.  Each of the input data was 

mostly two to eight words in length. So for having a smaller sequence we did not 

introduce LSTM over here, whereas LSTM increases computational expenses. ANN was 

more than enough to solve our issue. So we have built a multilayer neural network where 
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there were 328 neurons in the first hidden layer and 168 neurons in the second hidden 

layer. The total trainable parameter was 720,895. For activating the corresponding 

neurons we have to apply any kind of activation function. In these circumstances, we 

have applied "Relu". This function throws its output according to the given input [15]. 

We can easily express this with equation 1 

 

R(z ) = max( 0, x )  (1) 

Here x is the input. The function will return the maximum between 0 and x. If the x is 

negative it will return 0 and if the input is greater than 1 it will directly return the input.  

As there are 383 output "tags" in our model so we have used the softmax activation 

function in the output layer. Softmax will return the probability of each of the documents 

according to the pattern match. Figure 1.9 briefly describes the softmax [16].  

 

Figure 1.9: Softmax equation 

Each of the neurons in the hidden layers process output in a certain way. Weights get 

multiplied with the inputs adding a bias with it. We can express the formula with 

equation 2.  

y = [x1.w1 + x2w2 + x3w3] + b  (2) 

Where x1, x2, x3 are the inputs and w1, w2 and w3 are the weights initialized. Bias is 

represented by b. After feeding the neurons with weights in a forward way we get our ŷ. 

According to ŷ (prediction) and the actual output y, the mean squared error ( y – ŷ ) is 

calculated. Considering this, the weights start to get updated in a backward way so the 

error gets minimized as much as possible. During the backpropagation, the weights 

update in a certain system so the error decreases every time by each update. We have 

tuned the model with Keras Tuner which is an outstanding tool of Hyper-parameter 
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tuning for the neural network. According to the tuning result, we have initialized the 

parameters. Our model's diagram is given in Figure 2.0 and 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.0: Architecture of our proposed model 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Architecture of our proposed model  
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CHAPTER 4 

Experimental results 

 

For building such an accurate neural network we had to go through various experiments. 

During the training, the right parameters should be selected for better results. We tune the 

parameters of the neural net such as the number of hidden layers, number of neurons in 

each layer, number of epochs for training, learning rate, and the perfect combination of 

activation functions. These important things were selected based on the experiment of 

Keras tuner and validated by accuracy. We performed a search for around 5.5 hours and 

finally got the best combinations which were Number of layers =2, Number of neurons in 

the 1
st
 hidden layer=328, Number of layers in the 2

nd
 hidden layer=168, Learning rate= 

0.01, and Epochs= 150. Table 1.2 describes it in brief. 

 

 

Rank Number of 
hidden layers 

Neurons in 1st 
hidden layer 

Neurons in 2nd 
hidden layer 

Neurons in 3rd 
hidden layer 

Learning rate Epochs/Tuner 

01 2 328 168 ----- 0.01 150 
02 2 264 264 ----- 0.001 150 
03 2 328 168 ----- 0.01 50 
04 2 264 264 ----- 0.001 50 
05 3 456 392 296 0.001 150 

 

Table 1.2: Results of hyper-parameter tuning 

After selecting the best parameters our ANN model beat Machine learning models quite 

significantly. A comparison between the experimental models is shown in the table 1.3. 

Rank Approach type Algorithm Accuracy 

01 Deep Learning ANN 91% 
02 Tree based Decision Tree 60% 
03 Ensemble Random Forest 51% 

 

Table 1.3: Comparison with other models 

The error rate of our model is very low. 91% times it was giving the accurate answer. We 

have tested our model with some similar kind of data by which the model was trained. 
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With a little bit of modification, we prepared the test data of 1431 texts. For 1302 times it 

generated the notes correctly. And 129 times it did not show the desired output. Figure 

2.2 explains this result.  

 

Figure 2.2: Analysis of results 

After finishing the experiment we created a pipeline by which we were able to give input 

to the model and it was generating large notes based on the pattern match. In table 1.4-1.8 

the demo of the given input and output is shown briefly. 

 

Actual pattern                          আ   

Note                                                              আ

         । আ                ৯   ৫৫                            

                 ।                                            

            আ           , আ                                    

          ।     আ                              । 

 

Given input 

 
                 

Generated Note                                                              আ

         । আ                ৯   ৫৫                            

0 

200 

400 

600 

800 

1000 

1200 

1400 

1600 

Total Notes Correctly generated Incorrect 

Result Analysis 
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                 ।                                            

            আ           , আ                                    

          ।     আ                              । 

 
 

Table 1.4: Input and output sample 1 

Actual pattern 

 

 

                               

 

Note 

 

 

 

 

 

                           আ                   ২৪      

         ১৬৯                 ।                     

                                      ।                   

                                                    ।       

                                                       

     ।   আ      ২৭                     ৯৬৯            

     ।                                           ৯২৬      

            আ                   আ                         

   ।                                              ৪৫       

      । 

 
 

Given input                      

Generated Note 

 

 

 

 

 

                           আ                   ২৪      

         ১৬৯                 ।                     

                                      ।                   

                                                    ।       

                                                       

     ।   আ      ২৭                     ৯৬৯            

     ।                                           ৯২৬      

            আ                   আ                         

   ।                                              ৪৫       

      । 

 
 

Table 1.5: Input and output sample 2 

Actual pattern                                                    
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Note 

 

 

 

                                              -            

                                    ।   ৬             

                                                             

                                ।                         

                                  ।                        

                                         ,               

   ।         ,                                       

                                    ।                 

      আ                              । 

 

Given input                                      

 

Generated Note 

 

 

 

                                              -            

                                    ।   ৬             

                                                             

                                ।                         

                                  ।                        

                                         ,               

   ।         ,                                       

                                    ।                 

      আ                              । 

 
 

Table 1.6: Input and output sample 3 

Actual pattern          ৯৬০                                         

 

Note                                                        

          ৯৬০                                         

    ।                                 , ৬৭          ৯৬০ 

                                ।                         

         আ                 ।                              

                আ               আ                        

             ।                   আ                      , 

             ,      ,                       ১৩০০         

                            ।                               

আ                              ৫৫০            -১৯        

             । 
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Given input                                           

 

Generated output 

 

                                                       

          ৯৬০                                         

    ।                                 , ৬৭          ৯৬০ 

                                ।                         

         আ                 ।                              

                আ               আ                        

             ।                   আ                      , 

             ,      ,                       ১৩০০         

                            ।                               

আ                              ৫৫০            -১৯        

             । 

 

Table 1.7: Input and output sample 4 

Actual pattern 

 

                               আ                   

 

Note 

 

                                                    আ   

             (৫৫)                             

     ।                                                   

                                                      

             ।             -                                 

          । 

 

Given input        আ                   

 

Generated Note 

 

 

 

                                                    আ   

             (৫৫)                             

     ।                                                   

                                                      

             ।             -                                 

          । 

 
 
 

 

    Table 1.8: Input and output sample 5 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion and future work 

Our desired model generated the notes quite efficiently. Hence no model is 100% 

accurate when you have to deal with large dimensional text data. But in the case of our 

issue, it was showing quite good results and achieved an outstanding accuracy of 91% 

which is huge when the dataset is related with complex text patterns. From data 

collection to determine the final output of this research study it took around 6-7 months 

of hardworking. Still, there were some limitations which we could not solve.  

The experiment would have been more accurate if we could have provided more data. 

But due to lack of time and funding we could not include huge dataset for our 

experiment. There was also a lack of experimental tools for Bengali text analysis. 

Though Bengali NLP researchers are trying their best to introduce new resources, still 

there is a lot of diversity we need to enrich the Bengali language. Good libraries like 

NLTK or Spacy do not provide support of Stemming, Lemmitization, stop-words, etc 

for the Bengali language. Hence we had to do it by raw coding. And appropriate pre-

trained word embedding was also not available for the Bengali language. That's why we 

couldn't perform word similarity measurement, and for this issue, our model was also 

skipping this part. LSTM could have been used if we could have solved this issue. There 

are some works which we could not complete due to lack of time but willing to do it in 

the future. 

We will try to implement this study in a real-life application. Tools like automated 

software in the Bengali language will add an important resource in "Bangla NLP". If 

possible we will train this model with more and more data so that the model performs 

better than before. 
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